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ABSTRACT: Controlling graphene conductivity is crucial for its potential applications. With this focus, this paper shows the effect
of the non-covalent bonding of a pyrimidine derivative (HIS) on the electronic properties of graphene (G). Several G-HIS hybrids
are prepared through mild treatments keeping unaltered the structures of both G and HIS. The attachment of HIS to G occurs by
π−π stacking of the HIS-aromatic residue with the G surface. This partially blocks the pz electrons of G, giving rise to the splitting of
both the valence and conduction bands. Moreover, the width of the splitting is directly related to the HIS content. This fact allows
the fine-tuning of the band gap of G-HIS hybrids. Furthermore, HIS keeps its metal-complexing ability in the G-HIS hybrids. Taking
advantage of this, a G-HIS−Cu(0) composite was prepared by H2 plasma reduction of a precursor of the G-HIS−Cu(II) type. G-
HIS−Cu(0) contains Cu(0) clusters stabilized on the G surface due to interactions with the COO− functions of HIS. In an
analogous hybrid, G-HIS−Au(0), the Au(0) NPs are also stabilized by COO− functions. This material, consisting of the coupling of
Au(0) NPs and G-HIS, photocatalyzed water reduction under visible light radiation producing 12.5 μmol·g−1·h−1of hydrogen.
■ INTRODUCTION
Graphene is a strong material that is mechanically flexible and
transparent with very high electrical and thermal conductivity
and a large surface area.1−4 Due to these properties, it has
received a great deal of attention in many different fields of
science and engineering. Nevertheless, depending on every
particular case, certain intrinsic obstacles make application of
pristine graphene difficult, which causes chemical/structural
changes that can be carried out in different ways necessary. For
example, oxidized graphene, GO, and heteroatom molecule-
functionalized graphene (modified graphene-based materials)
coupled to photocatalysts have been used to improve the
efficiency of different kinds of photocatalytic reactions.5,6 One
of these reactions is the photocatalytic reduction of water for
hydrogen production. Developing suitable photocatalysts for
this reaction by using light as an activating source is receiving
increasing attention as part of the response to the challenge of
providing for the energy demands without causing environ-
mental pollution by fossil fuel consumption. To this purpose,
coupling of GO or heteroatom-modified graphene with
semiconductor NPs of different natures has been used as a
procedure to obtain composites that behave as efficient
photocatalysts in water reduction. In these materials, the
efficiency comes from the synergistic functioning of the
components of the photocatalyst. The graphene moieties act
as a cocatalyst receiving the electrons excited in the
semiconductor by visible light, which are then used in the
photoreduction process. In this point, the high dispersibility of
GO in water and the high surface area of the graphene moieties
that allows wide spreading of the excited electrons (avoiding
electron−hole recombination in the catalysts) thus increasing
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the active reduction sites are key factors in the improvement of
G-based photocatalysts in hydrogen production. Moreover, the
semiconducting character of GO or heteroatom-functionalized
G and the ability of the sp2 domains to interact with H3O
+,
acting as activating factors for the reduction reaction, are also
key factors in the high performance of these photocatalysts.7,8
GO can be considered as a G derivative bearing hydrophilic
oxygen functions that make it easily dispersible in water. These
functions are associated to defects and holes in the sheets of
GO, which disrupt the uniform sequence of C sp2 atoms,
which results in the separation of the valence and conduction
bands (VB and CB) of these domains by an energy band gap.9
As a consequence, the band gap of GO increases as the
oxidation degree rises;10,11 thus, the electronic conductivity of
graphene can be tuned through suitable control of its
oxidation.12 A major drawback on using GO for developing
coupled GO semiconductors is the inherent damage of the Cπ
structure of G during the oxidizing treatment, which reduces
the number of reduction active sites (see above). In addition,
the high temperatures and hard chemical treatment used
during the oxidizing process bear intrinsic difficulty in tuning
the band gap of the resulting material.
Contrary to the modified graphene derivatives, GO, and
heteroatom-modified graphene, using untreated graphene
coupled with semiconductors for photocatalytic water
reduction reactions has two important limitations. On the
one hand, the low dispersibility of graphene, G, in water due to
the low structural polarity and, on the other, the lack of a
semiconductor character with CBs of suitable energy for the
electrons transferred from the coupled light-absorbent NPs
reduce water.
Nevertheless, exploring possible ways to overcome these
drawbacks is important because the use of unmodified
graphene in photocatalysis has two important advantages: (i)
preservation of its aromatic structure, which ensures that it will
provide high amount of Cπ centers, and (ii) avoiding the use
of harsh conditions required for oxidizing or obtaining
heteroatom graphene derivatives. In this work, we have
explored non-covalent functionalization of graphene with
very low oxygen content with a molecular pyrimidine
compound in view of its further use as support of light-
absorbent metal NPs as potential active photocatalyts in water
reduction.
We have previously reported that the attachment of
C(5)nitroso-pyrimidine derivatives (Scheme 1a) onto the
surface of some carbon materials takes place by π stacking
between the planar pyrimidine-conjugate residue and the arene
centers, Cπ, of the graphene surface.13−18 This interaction is
driven not only by van der Waals forces but also by a strong
polar interaction,19 arising from the electron-withdrawing π
cloud by the exocyclic C(5)-NO group.20−22 Thus, it is
expected that this mechanism is preserved when compounds
similar to those of Scheme 1a but with different substituent R
are attached to graphene. This will result in graphene−
pyrimidine derivative hybrids having on their surface the R
function of the pyrimidine derivative. The hypothesis is that
this attachment will give rise to the blockage of a part of the pz
orbitals of the graphene surface, which will result in a decrease
in the extension of the π-resonant system of the graphene
sheets. This means that the controlled non-covalent attach-
ment of pyrimidine derivatives (Scheme 1a) on graphene can
be a suitable strategy to tune the semiconducting character of
the graphene sheets. The strategy we propose has two
important advantages over graphene oxidation, see above: (i)
the attachment takes place in mild conditions (water solution
at room temperature), which avoids structural damage of the
graphene sheets and allows preservation of the aromatic
structure of the sheets; (ii) the procedure also allows strict
control of the attached amount, i.e., enables tuning the band
gap, which is difficult to do via graphene oxidation.
According to the above, in this work, the effect of the
attachment of different amounts of a pyrimidine derivative
(HIS, Scheme 1b) to the surface of a few-layered graphene, G,
on its optical properties has been studied. Moreover, two
composites were prepared and characterized by deposition of
Cu(0) and Au(0) metal NPs on one of the G-HIS hybrids
previously prepared, and we have investigated the possible role
of the pyrimidine-pendant functions of HIS (two histidine
residues) in the stabilization of both metal ions and metal
NPs.18,23,24 This has been done by taking G-HIS-Cu(0)
composite as model, on the basis of the reactivity of HIS-
Cu(II) mixture in water. Finally, preliminary tests were carried
out on the photocatalytic activity of G-HIS−Cu(0) and G-
HIS−Au(0) under solar light radiation in the water reduction
reaction, which showed that hybrids of the above type are
potentially efficient as photocatalyts.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preparation and Characterization of G-HIS Materials.
Partial characterization of graphene, G, has been done in a
previous publication of the authors.25 Additionally, the
elemental composition of G after washing with water, obtained
from the survey XPS, was 95.8% C, 0.3% S, and 3.9% O.
Deconvolution into the components of C 1s and O 1s high-
resolution XPS spectra was done to get insight into the nature
of the oxygen functions. To carry this out, both the
corresponding background literature and the accuracy of
XPS measurements (± 0.2 eV) were taken into account. In
Figure 1, the deconvolution of the C 1s high-resolution XPS
spectrum shows the components of the aromatic sp2 C atoms
(at ca. 284.6 eV), epoxy and hydroxyl groups (at ca. 286.2 eV),
and carbonyl (at 287.3 eV) and carboxyl functions (at 289.0
eV). Deconvolution of the O 1s high resolution spectrum
(Figure 2) allows quantitative determination indicating that
the oxygen amount as epoxy and hydroxyl groups is 65.1%, as
carbonyl functions, 27.8%, and as carboxylic functions,
7.1%.26,27 In a previous paper,28 a value of ID/IG = 1.02 for
the relationship between the intensities of D and G bands at
Scheme 1. Structure of (a) C(5)nitroso-pyrimidine
derivatives and (b) HIS.
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1336 and 1585 cm−1 in the Raman spectra was reported for G,
which is in accordance with very low oxygen content. Although
this value is not conclusive about the nature of the G material
used in this work, the low ID/IG value, together with the very
low oxygen content and the fact that almost the whole C 1s
signal corresponds to hybridized C sp2, points out that G is a
few-layered graphene material. However, a relatively large
intensity of the D band suggests a significant amount of
irregularities and defects. This should be explained by the little
sizes of the layers of G sheets (see the Experimental Section)
in which the defects should be placed at the edges thus being
relatively significant compared to the sizes.29 Thus, according
to all these data, G could be considered as a few-layered
graphene with low oxygen content.
The non-covalent attachment of HIS on G was studied as a
previous step to obtain G-HIS dispersible hybrid materials.
Thus, the HIS water retention isotherm on G was obtained
(Figure S1). This isotherm fits the H type of Giles’s
classification,30 which is consistent with a plane-to-plane
interaction of the arenic centers on the surface of G with the
aromatic pyrimidine residue of HIS.17,18,24 According to the
literature, the Langmuir isotherms showing H shapes indicate
high affinity between the adsorbent and the adsorbate.30 This
is also consistent with the low desorption values found for HIS
from the G-HIS hybrid, which range from 0% at minimum HIS
coverage to ca. 11% at the maximum (Figure S1). On the basis
of this study and following methodology described in the
Experimental Section, we have obtained four G-HIS hybrids
labeled as G-HIS(0.47), G-HIS(0.27), G-HIS(0.17), and G-
HIS(0.07) containing 0.47, 0.27, 0.17, and 0.07 mmol of HIS
per gram of G, respectively.
Additional evidence of the strong interaction of HIS with the
G surface was provided by the high-resolution XPS spectra in
the N 1s region of HIS and G-HIS(0.47) (Figure 3). The N 1s
spectrum of HIS of Figure 3 is deconvoluted into three
components, which are assigned to the C(5)-NO group (396.5
eV), Npyrimidine cyclic + N[amine]pyrimidine conjugate (397.7 eV)
groups, and the four Nimidazole groups (399.2 eV). Significant
differences in the peak positions of the components have been
explained previously13 because of the polarity of the
pyrimidine moiety (in the case of the two former ones). The
relative high B.E. of the imidazole atoms is explained by the net
positive charge that they bear (Scheme 1). On the other hand,
large FWHM values of the components (especially the last
Figure 1. High-resolution XPS spectrum of G in the C 1s region.25
Figure 2. High-resolution XPS spectra in the O 1s region of G, HIS, G-HIS(0.47), G-HIS-Cu(II), and G-HIS-Cu(0).
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two) is explained because each of the component encompasses
several nitrogen atoms with different, although slightly,
structural environments (Scheme 1). The components in the
G-HIS(0.47) spectrum of the conjugate C(5)-NO group
(398.1 eV) and those assigned to the Npyrimidine cyclic +
N[amine]pyrimidine conjugate (399.1 eV) appear at higher binding
energy values than in the pure HIS (396.5 and 397.7 eV,
respectively). Interactions with graphene-like surfaces of the
pyrimidine moieties of similar ligands that give rise to shifting
toward higher B.E. values of ring and conjugate nitrogen atoms
have been previously described as the result of π−π stacking of
the pyrimidine plane with the Cπ ones (pyrimidine−Cπ
interactions). This occurs because the interacting planar
moieties are compressed one on the other giving rise to local
repulsion of the adjoined π clouds, which causes deshielding of
the N pyrimidine atoms.13,14,18 The component of both
imidazole moieties appears also shifted to a higher B.E. value
(400.5 eV) than in the HIS. This fact, which was observed with
a similar ligand bearing conjugated moieties attached to the
pyrimidine plane,18 has been rationalized in terms of different
conformations of the ligand with respect to the solution.
Analyses carried out demonstrated that an elongated arrange-
ment of the adsorbed pyrimidine is required to optimize the
stacking interactions with the G surface, which could give rise
to the observed shifting. Nevertheless, such an interaction in
this case does not affect significantly the acid−base behavior of
the imidazole moiety as shown in the data of Table 1. The XPS
spectrum of G-HIS in the O 1s region shows similar behavior
of the signal of the C(5)-NO group of the pyrimidine moiety,
which is widely shifted in the G-HIS(0.47) spectrum to higher
B.E. values than in the HIS one (see Figure 2). Worth
mentioning is the significant amount of water retained by this
composite, which is attributed to both the hydrophilicity of the
polar groups of HIS together with the retaining of H3O
+ ions
on the Cπ centers of the G surface.
The proton isotherms of G and G-HIS(0.47) (Figure 4)
provide information on the way the attachment of HIS onto
the G surface affects the acid−base properties of G. It is
expected that the surface charge of the hybrid is different from
the precursor material, G. With the aim of checking this fact,
we have carried out measurements of the isoelectric point of G
Figure 3. High-resolution XPS spectra in the N 1s region of HIS, G-HIS(0.47), G-HIS-Cu(II), and G-HIS-Cu(0).
Table 1. Theoretical pKa Values of the Acidic Functions of
G and G-HIS(0.47) Surfaces
G G-HIS(0.47)
pKa group pKa group
2.6 −COOH 2.6 −COOH (G, HIS)
4.7 −COOH (anhyd.) 4.2 −COOH (anhyd.)
7.8 Cπ−H3O+ 5.9 Ncyclic imidazole
9.3 C−OH 8.7 Cπ−H3O+, C−OH, C(4)pyr−NH2
Figure 4. Proton isotherms of G and G-HIS(0.47).
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bare and the hybrid G-HIS(0.47). It is seen that G has a basic
isoelectric point (8.6) due to the arenic centers, Cπ.
Nevertheless, the value of this point decreases (7.2) in the
hybrid due to the presence of the carboxylic acids and the
protonated imidazole residues from HIS. The plots also
support the fact that the acid−base properties of HIS have
been transferred to the hybrid. An outcome of this transfer is
that the hybrid is water-dispersible. The surface charge profile
of G and G-HIS(0.47) is discussed in detail in the Supporting
Information. Moreover, the numerical SAIEUS procedure31,32
was applied to the proton isotherms of G and G-HIS(0.47)
(Figure S6b) to determine the theoretical pKa values of the
acidic surface functions (Table 1).
Tuning of the Band Gap of G by Attachment of HIS.
The effect of the attachment of HIS on the electronic
properties of G was analyzed by comparing the electronic
spectra (Figure 5) of G-HIS(0.47), G-HIS(0.27), G-
HIS(0.17), and G-HIS(0.07).
The UV spectrum of G shows an asymmetric band with a
maximum at ca. 280 nm. According to the literature, this
maximum is assigned to π−π* plasmon transitions from the
sp2 domains of G. Moreover, the wavelength of this maximum
is characteristic of few-layered graphene (1−3 layers). The
asymmetry is probably due to n−π* transitions (which usually
appear at higher wavelength, ca. 310−320 nm) of non-bonding
electrons of the oxygen atoms of conjugate CO and C−O
functions.11,33,34 The UV−visible spectra of the water
dispersions of hybrids (Figure 5) show broad absorptions in
the UV range resulting from the overlap of the absorption
maxima of HIS (Figure S7) with those of G. Moreover, the
spectra of the hybrids in the whole visible range clearly show
increased absorption compared to G. Comparison of the
valence band (VB) region in the high-resolution XPS spectra
of G and G-HIS provide further evidence that the attachment
of HIS to the G surface does alter the electronic properties of
the former. Therefore, in the range of the electrons of the π
orbitals of G (up to 10 eV, see Figure 6), there appears a
plateau in the G-HIS(0.47) spectrum between 12.5 and 15.0
eV, which is absent in the bare G. The XPS spectrum in the VB
range of the 0.8 mg sample containing only HIS (the amount
of HIS present in the G-HIS(0.47)) used to obtain its XPS
spectrum did not shown any intensity. Thus, the appearance of
the above plateau point out a discontinuous ejection of π
electrons of G in G-HIS(0.47), suggesting that the Cπ−πPyr
interaction split the overlapped π bonding and antibonding
orbitals.35
To get more insight into the above effect, the UV−visible
data have been plotted as the square and square root of the
absorption energy (αE where α = absorbance) versus the
photon energy (Tauc plots) in order to obtain the energies of
the direct and indirect transitions, respectively (Figure 7 and
Figure S8).9,36−38 Although the plots of (αE)2 against the
photon energies (hv) (Figure 7) do not show sharp absorption
edges, probably because of the non-uniform sizes of the
components of the G-HIS hybrids (due to different sizes of the
G sheets), all the hybrids exhibit well-defined edges. This
points out the absorption due to direct transitions in the visible
range. The linear extrapolation of the edges renders energies
for these transitions ranging from 2.8−1.4 eV for the hybrid
Figure 5. UV−vis absorption spectra of G, G-HIS hybrids, and G-
HIS-Cu(0).
Figure 6. XPS spectra of the valence band for G, G-HIS(0.47), G-
HIS-Cu(II), and G-HIS-Cu(0).
Figure 7. Plots of (αE)2 (direct transitions) against the photon energy
(E) for G, G-HIS hybrids, and G-HIS-Cu(0).
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having the highest HIS content (G-HIS(0.47)) to 2.1−0.8 eV
for G-HIS(0.07), the one having the lowest HIS content
(Figure 7). It is important to take into account that HIS does
not show any absorption due to direct transitions in the visible
range. Therefore, these extrapolated values can be undoubtedly
assigned to π−π* allowed transitions between the valence and
conduction bands of the functionalized G sheets. This implies
that the strong π−π interaction of G rings with the pyrimidine
moieties of HIS in G-HIS hybrids13−15,19,39 causes the splitting
of the overlapped valence and conduction bands of G as a
result of the blockage of the pz electrons of G. This results in
the formation of isolated sp2 domains with pz orbitals having
free electrons. This effect is similar to that described in the
literature when graphene is oxidized.11 The existence of well-
defined direct transitions in G-HIS materials suggests that the
sp2 domains with pz orbitals having free electrons have uniform
extensions and structures. This is accomplished due to the
uniform spread of the HIS molecules on the G surface. Thus,
the appearance of two different direct transitions in the G-HIS
materials (Figure 7) points out the existence of two well-
defined sp2 domains with pz orbitals having their only electrons
free (domains placed inside and on the edge of the G-sheets).
In addition, it is shown in Figure 8 that the band gap
energies of G-HIS(0.47), G-HIS(0.27), G-HIS(0.17), and G-
HIS(0.07) increase with the attached amount of HIS. This is
consistent with the above hypothesis that the band gap
increasing is related with amount of pz orbitals blocked on the
graphene sheets, i.e., with the amount of HIS attached to the G
surface. It is important to note that, in this case, the plot in
Figure 8 allows knowing the amount of HIS needed to be
attached to G to obtain a hybrid material with a tuned band
gap. Nevertheless, given that G is not composed of molecules
of similar sizes and compositions, it should not be expected
despite the hypothesis that the correlation of the data obtained
is a straight line. On the other hand, it is not easy to explain the
origin of the two direct transitions observed in Figure 7 for
each of the hybrids, which would need additional research. A
tentative explanation could be done by getting insight on the
hypothesis of the existence of two different sp2 domains at the
G-HIS surface, namely, inside and at the borders of G sheets.
In summary, preliminary results of this section point out that
non-covalent functionalization of graphene is a suitable
strategy for tuning the band gap of the semiconductor hybrid
obtained by controlling the extension of the functionalization
(Scheme 2). Nevertheless, a more in-depth comprehension on
the effect of the attachment of the aromatic moiety of the
molecular functionalizing compounds (HIS and analogous
compounds) on the properties of G (i.e., on the conductivity)
will require further research.
Preparation and Characterization of G-HIS-Cu(II), G-
HIS-Cu(0), and G-HIS-Au(0) Materials. As already com-
mented, another important goal driving this work was getting
insight into the complexing ability of the histidine residues of
HIS adsorbed on G (G-HIS hybrids) to metal ions and atoms
(metal NPs). This is an important issue related with the
stability of deposited metal species on G-HIS in view of their
possible applications. It is known that analogous hybrid
materials based on the coupling of various components with
semiconductor properties are useful in various applying fields,
including those derived from their optical properties. In
particular, those systems consisting of GOs with semi-
conducting properties as one of the components are being
the focus of research on their photocatalytic behavior in water
reduction.40,41
Thus, we have prepared and characterized two Cu
derivatives, G-HIS-Cu(II) and G-HIS-Cu(0), to study the
possible stabilizing role of HIS on them. The election of
copper as a metal model was driven because the speciation of
Cu(II) in water is well known and the equilibrium times for
the species formation are short.
The adsorption isotherm of a water solution of CuCl2 on G-
HIS(0.47) at 298.1 K and pH = 5.0 is shown in Figure S4. A
blank experiment showed that the adsorption of Cu2+ on G
was negligible. The isotherm is of the H type of Giles
classification, which points to a single adsorption mechanism.30
Figure 8. Variation of the semiconducting character of G-HIS hybrids
as a function of the adsorbed amounts of HIS.
Scheme 2. Methodology to Obtain Several Graphene-HIS hybrids with Different Optical Properties
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This has been assessed by fitting the experimental data to the
Langmuir model (R2 = 0.9974).42,43 This allowed us to obtain
the value of the maximum adsorption capacity of G-HIS(0.47)
for Cu2+, XmCu = 0.51 mmol·g
−1, which is very close to the
molar amount of HIS in the hybrid (0.47 mmol·g−1). This
strongly suggests that the attached HIS molecules on G-
HIS(0.47) play a key role in the retention of Cu2+. To assess
this hypothesis, we have studied the reactivity of a HIS/CuCl2
mixture (1/1 molar relationship) in water solution. The results
show that HIS has high ability to form stable complexes with
Cu2+ ions with 1/1 metal/ligand stoichiometries (Table S2 and
Figure S3). In the 4.5−9.0 pH range, two complex species,
CuHL (log K = 7.35) and [CuH2L]
+ (log K = 6.69), are
formed. The stability constant values indicate that the Cu2+ ion
is coordinated to HIS through both the −COO− group and the
Nimidazole‑ring of the deprotonated imidazole. These results
suggest that the capture of Cu2+ by G-HIS(0.47) takes place by
complexation of one of the histidine residues of the anchored
HIS molecules.
The experimental data of the isotherm of Cu2+ on G-
HIS(0.47) allowed us to prepare a G-HIS-Cu(II) material
having 0.50 mmol of Cu(II) per gram of G-HIS. In the Cu 2p
range of the high-resolution XPS spectrum of G-HIS-Cu(II)
(Figure 9), the presence of a peak at 934.0 eV with a satellite at
944.0 eV, corresponding to the release of electrons of the 2p3/2
state of Cu(II),44 and of another one at 955.0 eV, assigned to
the electrons from Cu2p1/2 state, is characteristic of those
given in the literature for a +2 oxidation state of Cu(II).44 The
positions of these signals are similar to those found when
Cu(II) was adsorbed on a MWCNT as support, functionalized
with a pyrimidine derivative bearing a macrocyclic Cu(II)-
complexing function at the C(2)pyr position.
24 Moreover, the
fact that, after reduction of G-HIS-Cu(II) with H2 plasma
(giving rise to the formation of Cu(0) clusters), the above
main peaks shifts to lower B.E. values, matches with the Cu(0)
oxidation state (Figure 9) is also consistent with the above
assignment.
Furthermore, it is observed in the O 1s high-resolution
spectrum in Figure 2 that the COO− component shifts from
530.9 eV (for G-HIS(0.47)) to 531.4 eV (for G-HIS-Cu(II)).
The N 1s signal of G-HIS-Cu(II) also shifts from 400.4 eV for
G-HIS(0.47) to 401.1 eV for G-HIS-Cu(II) (Figure 3). These
data support the fact that the adsorbed Cu2+ ions are
complexed by the −COO− groups of histidine residues and
the unprotonated Nimidazole‑ring. The increase in the intensity of
the O 1s component at 531.4 eV of G-HIS-Cu(II) compared
to this of the G-HIS(0.47) also suggests the existence of water
molecules coordinated to Cu2+.
The HRTEM image of the pristine graphene only shows
some wrinkles and no evidence of other features (Figure S9).28
Nevertheless, the reduction of G-HIS-Cu(II) with H2-plasma
gives rise to the formation of Cu(0) nanoparticles uniformly
distributed on the G surface as shown in the HRTEM images
in Figure 10a. The statistical analysis shows that most of them,
ca. 92%, are smaller than 8 nm with the mean size being ca. 5
nm (Figure 10b). The Cu content obtained from the analysis
of the XPS spectrum of G-HIS-Cu(0), 0.56 at. %, is almost
equal to that in the unreduced G-HIS-Cu(II), 0.57 at. %. This
means that there is not any lixiviation of Cu during the
reduction process. This fact is probably due to the metal NPs
stabilized on the G surface by the HIS functions.
The high-resolution XPS spectrum of G-HIS-Cu(0) (Figure
9) does not show any of the Cu(II) peaks. Instead, there are
two peaks, at 952.5 eV (Cu(0) 2p1/2) and 932.1 eV (Cu(0)
2p3/2), which indicates the quantitative reduction of Cu(II) to
Cu(0). Moreover, a sharp signal at 3.45 eV (Figure 6) due to
the valence band electrons of Cu NPs and the almost total
disappearance of the Cu(II) band (at ca. 5.1 eV) also confirm
the total reduction of Cu(II).44 It is interesting to note that the
reduction with H2 plasma does not significantly affect the
oxygen functions of the precursor (see Figure 2). In fact the
shape of the high-resolution O 1s spectra of G-HIS-Cu(0) and
G-HIS-Cu(II) and their oxygen content (5.74 and 6.05 at. %,
respectively) are very similar. Moreover, the deconvolution of
the O 1s signal in the G-HIS-Cu(0) spectrum (Figure 2)
shows that the COO− component is shifted to a higher binding
energy, 531.4 eV, than that of the G-HIS(0.47), 530.9 eV. This
suggests that these groups interact with the Cu(0) nano-
particles, which probably contributes to their stabilization in
the surface. Nevertheless, a significant decrease of nitrogen of
approximately 50% is observed when G-HIS-Cu(II) is reduced
with H2 plasma. This decrease is concomitant with the
disappearance of the N 1s component of the Nimidazole ring atoms
of the protruding imidazole residues (Figure 3). A similar
behavior has been systematically observed when metal ions
supported on MWCNT functionalized with polyethylenimines
were reduced with H2 plasma.
45
Figure 9. High-resolution XPS spectra in the Cu 2p region of G-HIS-
Cu(II) and G-HIS-Cu(0) and Au 4f region of G-HIS-Au(0) (from
top to bottom).
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The UV−visible spectrum of G-HIS-Cu(0) was also
obtained to get insight into the influence of the metal NPs
on the functionalized graphene. The comparison of the UV
spectra of G-HIS-Cu(0), G, and G-HIS(0.47) (Figure 5)
shows that, in the former, there is additional absorption at ca.
277 nm, which is assigned to small Cu(0) clusters with sizes of
<10 nm.46 These clusters typically absorb at λ < 400 nm
depending on the charge and geometry of the cluster
constituents.47 As already commented, these types of clusters
are predominant in G-HIS-Cu(0) according to TEM analyses
(see Figure 10). Moreover, the lack of any absorption band at
ca. 550 nm, which is characteristic of plasmon resonance of
larger Cu(0) nanoparticles,47,48 is also consistent with the
results from TEM analysis, which show a unimodal distribution
of particles of 3−10 nm in size.
The plot of (αE)2 against the photon energy (E) (Tauc
representation) for the determination of the band gap of G-
HIS-Cu(0) is shown in Figure 7. The linear extrapolation of
the plot rendered values of ca. 2.6 and 1.0 eV for the direct
transitions (Figure 7). These values are smaller than those of
the precursor G-HIS(0.47) hybrid (2.8 and 1.4 eV). A suitable
explanation of the decrease of the energy values upon Cu(0)
deposition is not easy, although it is plausible to think that it
could be a consequence of the interaction of Cu(0)
nanoparticles with the surface of G. Interestingly, this
explanation points out to some interfacial charge transfer
between the metal and the graphene surface.
Photocatalytic Water Tests in Hydrogen Production.
In the Introduction section, the photocatalytic activity of the
coupled GO−metal NPs in hydrogen production under visible
light radiation was emphasized. This comes from the optical
interaction of GO and metal NP moieties. In view of the
similarity of G-HIS-Cu(0) to these materials and the
absorption energy of Cu(0) in G-HIS-Cu(0) being high
enough (see above section) to promote electron/positive hole
formation in G-HIS(0.47) under light radiation, the photo-
catalytic activities of G-HIS-Cu(0), GHIS(0.47), and Cu(0) in
hydrogen production from water reduction under radiation
similar to solar light have been compared with lactic acid as a
sacrificial agent. Thus, oxygen generation was not tested in this
study. Under the experimental conditions (see the Exper-
imental Section) neither G-HIS(0.47) nor Cu(0) showed any
hydrogen evolution. The lack of photocatalytic activity of G-
HIS(0.47) is probably due to fast recombination of the
electron−hole pairs generated in this material by radiation.
When G-HIS-Cu(0) was used in the catalytic test, H2
evolution was neither observed. Analogous materials of the
GO−metal NP type, which combine GOs with semiconductor
behavior and semiconductors of the metal NP type, behave as
efficient photocatalysts in water reduction.49 Nevertheless,
comparison of G-HIS-Cu(0) with those materials shows that
both the small percent in weight of Cu(0) in G-HIS-Cu(0)
and the low amount of the UV component of the solar light
radiation (which is the one needed for photoexcitation of
Cu(0) clusters) are the possible cause of the inefficiency of this
material.
To get more insight on this issue, we have extended the
photocatalytic test to a G-HIS-Au(0) hybrid, containing Au(0)
NPs, which was prepared by a mild procedure that prevents
any damage to the histidine and G components (see the
Experimental Section). This solid contains 2.28 mmol of
Au(0)/gram. It is worth noting that this amount is larger than
Figure 10. (a) HRTEM image of G-HIS-Cu(0) and (b) particle size distribution of Cu(0) nanoparticles on its surface.
Figure 11. (a) HRTEM image of G-HIS-Au(0) and (b) particle size distribution of Au(0) nanoparticles on its surface.
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the histidine content of the hybrid (0.47 mmol·g−1). TEM
images (Figure 11) show that small Au(0) NPs are extensively
and uniformly distributed on the G-HIS(0.47) surface. From
the images, it was determined that the mean sizes of Au(0)
NPs range from 2.5 to 10 nm. Although a feasible UV−visible
spectrum of the material could not be obtained due to the low
water dispersibility, it is expected from the literature data that
the Au(0) NPs of the hybrid would absorb light at the ca.
500−540 nm range due to surface plasmon resonance (SPR),
i.e., with energies between 2.3 and 2.5 eV (ca. 500 to 540
nm).50,51 The XPS high-resolution spectra can shed light on
how the small Au(0) nanoparticles are stabilized on the surface
of the hybrid. Thus, the spectrum of G-HIS-Au(0) in the Au 4f
region (Figure 9) shows two peaks at 88.5 (4f5/2) and 84.2
(4f7/2) eV, which confirms that most of [AuCl4]
− is reduced to
Au(0).44 The N 1s component (Figure 12) of the imidazole
residue of G-HIS-Au(0) hybrid appears at the same value as
that in the case of G-HIS(0.47) (Figure 3). This points out
that the nitrogen atoms of the imidazole residues remain
protonated and do not interact with the Au(0) nanoparticles.
Nevertheless, the COO− component of the O 1s signal of G-
HIS-Au(0) is shifted to a higher energy, 531.8 eV, than in the
case of G-HIS(0.47) (530.9 eV). This fact suggests that the
carboxylate functions strongly interact with Au(0) NPs.
It has been reported that materials consisting of metal NPs
having plasmon resonance (SPR) deposited on semiconduc-
tors, the electromagnetic field created by SPR, may interact
with the surface of the semiconductor. Should the dipole
energy created by the oscillation penetrate into the semi-
conductor through the heterojunction and is high enough
relative to the band gap of the semiconductor, the transferred
energy can contribute to stabilizing the electron−hole
separation created in the semiconductor.52 The energy
associated to SPR of NPs gives rise to absorption in the
UV−visible range and depends on the size of the NPs as the
lower the size, the higher the energy.
Differently from G-HIS-Cu(0), when G-HIS-Au(0) was
used as a photocatalyst in the same reaction as G-HIS-Cu(0),
significant H2 evolution (approximately 12.5 μmol·g
−1·h−1)
was observed (a Au(0) sample that precipitated in the absence
of G-HIS(0.47) did not show any photocatalytic activity).
Compared to G-HIS-Cu(0), the amount of photoactive Au(0)
NPs, although not large, is significantly higher than the Cu(0)
content in G-HIS-Cu(0) and most of the NPs of Au(0) have
SPR energies that fit the excitation energy of the semi-
conductor moiety G-HIS(0.47).50,51,53 These facts together
with the possible interactions of the Cπ−dπ type of G with the
Au atoms of the NPs allow us to assume that the dipole energy
associated to SPR of Au(0) NPs is efficiently transferred to the
semiconductor G-HIS(0.47) moiety. This enhances the
stability of the electron−positive hole pairs created at the
end, allowing the excited electrons to reduce H3O
+ at the G-
HIS surface, while the positive holes are reduced by the
oxidation of the sacrificial agent, lactic acid, yielding CO2 and
H2O as reaction products. These results point out that the
design of graphene−metal NP composites/hybrids based on
non-covalent functionalized graphene as a supporting platform
could be a feasible alternative to the use of other graphene
derivatives requiring undesirable time-consuming and struc-
ture-damaging treatments to be obtained.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Non-covalent functionalization of graphene, G, in water with
the compound HIS through interactions of πpyrimidine−
Cπ*graphene type gives rise to the splitting of the valence band
and conduction band of G. The energy of the generated band
gap can be finely tuned by controlling the amount of adsorbed
HIS. The main advantages of this procedure over the graphene
oxidation to obtain graphene-based semiconductors are both
the fact that this new procedure preserves the basic structure of
pristine graphene and that experimental conditions needed for
obtaining of G-HIS hybrids are very mild, which allows fine-
tuning of the generated band gap. Still, further research on this
topic with G-HIS and another analogous G-ligands while doing
a comparative study of the conductivity of G with that of G-
HIS hybrids would shed more light on the issue.
Preservation of the complexing properties to metal ions and
atoms of the pendant histidine residue after adsorption of HIS
on G allows the stabilization of Cu(II) ions and Cu(0) clusters
and Au(0) NPs deposited on the surface of G-HIS hybrids.
Taking advantage of the above, we obtained two hybrid
materials consisting of coupling of Cu(0) clusters and Au(0)
NPs with the semiconductor G-HIS. The G-HIS-Au(0) hybrid
shows photocatalytic activity in water reduction reactions
under radiation similar to solar light. This has been attributed
to an effective transference of the SPR of Au(0) to the
semiconductor G-HIS moiety, which allows the stabilization of
the electron−hole pairs generated under radiation at the end.
In his turn, it also favors efficient water reduction on the G
surface in the presence of lactic acid for the reduction of the
positive holes. These primary results encourage deeper
research work to improve the photocatalytic performances of
this class of functionalized G-based materials through exploring
(i) the influence of an increased amount of deposited
Figure 12. High-resolution XPS spectra in the (a) N 1s and (b) O 1s regions of G-HIS-Au(0).
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semiconductor NPs including more inexpensive metals and
metal compounds with semiconducting properties (CdS and
BiXO, X = Cl, Br, I), (ii) the influence of the nature of the
used NPs (e.g., crystallinity and sizes), and (iii) the extending
research of pyrimidine derivatives analogous to HIS bearing
other pendant complexing functions.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Commercial graphene, G (2191YJ), from
NanoAmor (U.S.A.) has been used. According to the
manufacturer, the product has a carbon content of >96 wt
%, a size between 2 and 10 μm, and 1−3 layers. It was washed
with double-distilled water before using to remove small
amounts of sulfur (0.2 at. %).54 All the solvents and the other
chemicals were of analytical grade, used without any further
purification, and purchased from commercial sources and used
as supplied.
Synthesis and Characterization of HIS. HIS, 2-amino-
4,6-di-L-histidino-5-nitrosopyrimidine (Scheme 1b), was ob-
tained as follows: in a first step, we obtained the compound 2-
amino-4,6-dimethoxy-5-nitrosopyrimidine (I). This was done
by adding 5.16 mL of amyl nitrite to a solution of 5 g of 2-
amino-4,6-dimethoxypyrimidine in 20 mL of DMSO. The
mixture was left reacting to dry for 24 h up to the formation of
a purple blue gel. After cooling the gel into an ice bath, 200 mL
of distilled water was added, which gave rise to the formation
of a sky blue solid (I). This was filtered off and further washed
with distilled water and then with a little amount of EtOH
(yield, 3.87 g, 77% weight).
In the second step, the HIS compound was obtained as
follows: to a solution of 0.50 g (2.7 mmol) of compound I in
12 mL of EtOH, 0.97 g (6.2 mmol) of L-histidine and 0.72 g
(5.9 mmol) of potassium terc-butoxide were added. The
mixture was heated under reflux for 30 h at room temperature.
Then, HCl (0.5 mL, 37%) was added until the molar HCl/
potassium terc-butoxide relationship was 1.1/1; after which, a
reddish brown solid was precipitated. The solid was filtered off
and washed with cold MeOH for several times. The solid was
recrystallized in a EtOH/H2O mixture (2/2.4 molar relation-
ship), and the purified final solid was dried under vacuum at 80
°C for 24 hours (yield, 0.46 g, 91% weight).
The element composition of the synthesized compound was
obtained with Thermo Finnigan Flash EA 1112 series
equipment and 13C and 1H NMR spectra with a Bruker
Avance 400 equipment.
Elemental analysis calculated for HIS·3H2O (C16H24N10O8):
C 39.67%, N 28.91%, H 4.99%; found: C 39.69%, N 29.15%,
H 4.70%. Lateral histidine arms A and B produced two distinct
set of signals due to the different chemical environments as a
result of the strong intramolecular H bond [5NOH−N
(His)] that involves only one of the histidine moieties. 1H-
RMN data (400 MHz DMSO-d6) δ (ppm): 11.56 (d, J = 7.9
Hz, 1H) (A), 8.55 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H) (B), 7.58 (d, J = 1.0 Hz,
1H) (B), 7.57 (d, J = 1.0 Hz, 1H) (A), 7.19 (brs, 2H), 6.85 (d,
J = 1.0 Hz, 1H) (B), 6.93 (brs, 4H), 6.82 (d, J = 1.0 Hz, 1H)
(A), 5.01 (ddd, J = 8.1, 6.2, 5.4 Hz, 1H) (B), 4.92 (ddd, J =
7.9, 6.0, 5.0 Hz, 1H) (A), 3.21 (dd, J = 14.9, 6.2 Hz, 1H) (B),
3.16 (dd, J = 14.9, 5.4 Hz, 1H) (B), 3.10 (dd, J = 14.7, 5.0 Hz,
1H) (A), 3.05 (dd, J = 14.7, 6.0 Hz, 1H) (A). 13C NMR data
(101 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm): 171.9 (A), 171.4 (B), 163.7,
162.7, 149.1, 136.0, 134.3 (B), 134.2 (A), 133.4 (B), 132.5
(A), 116.0 (A), 115.6 (B), 52.60 (B), 51.90 (A), 28.9 (A), 28.6
(B).
Adsorption−Desorption Study of HIS on G. The
adsorption isotherm of HIS in water (Figure S1) was obtained
at 298.1 K and pH = 5.0. At these conditions, 100% of HIS is
in a neutral molecular form (see Figure S2). The isotherm data
were obtained by suspending 0.0100 g of G in 20 mL of the
appropriate solution of HIS. The HIS concentration ranged
from 3.4 × 10−5 to 1.4 × 10−3 M. The suspensions were
continuously shaken in a thermostatic air incubator until the
equilibrium was reached (24 h). The equilibrium concen-
trations were then obtained by measuring the UV absorbance
at 290 nm (which corresponds to one of the isosbestic points
of HIS) using a PerkinElmer Lambda 25 spectrophotometer.
The desorption isotherm of HIS from the G-HIS hybrids at pH
= 5.0 (Figure S1) was also obtained point-by-point by
recovering, drying, weighting, and re-suspending the solids (1
mg of material/2 mL of water) from the adsorption isotherm.
The equilibrium desorption was 24 h, and the final
concentrations were determined as for the adsorption
isotherms.
Potentiometric Measurements. Potentiometric (pH-
metric) titrations were used to determine the protonation
constants of HIS and those of the formation of the HIS−
Cu(II) complexes in water solutions using a procedure already
reported.55 The concentration of HIS was 1 × 10−3 M in all
experiments. The pH range was 2.0−10.5. The titrations were
performed in 0.1 M Me4NCl at 298.1 ± 0.1 K. A HIS/CuCl2 =
1/1 molar ratio was used to determine the equilibrium
constants of the HIS−Cu(II) formed complexes. All the data
were analyzed by using HYPERQUAD software,56 which
allowed obtaining the protonation constants of HIS and the
complexing constants of HIS to Cu(II). These appear in
Tables S1 and S2 together with the corresponding species
distribution plots in Figures S2 and S3, respectively.
Preparation of the G-HIS Hybrids. The preparation of
G-HIS hybrid materials required the previous synthesis and
characterization of HIS. This molecule was selected because it
has a pyrimidine derivative able to attach to G by a π−π
interaction and also has two histidine residues (Scheme 1b),
which can behave as ligands. The acid−base properties of HIS
and the complexation behavior to Cu(II) in aqueous solution
were studied following a previously described method.56 The
adsorption−desorption isotherms of HIS on G were studied as
a previous step to obtain G-HIS hybrid materials (Figure S1).
On the basis of this study, we have obtained four G-HIS
hybrids labeled as G-HIS(0.47), G-HIS(0.27), G-HIS(0.17),
and G-HIS(0.07), containing 0.47, 0.27, 0.17, and 0.07 mmol
of HIS per gram of G, respectively. These materials have been
prepared with the following methodology from a suspension of
G (0.0100 g) on aqueous solutions of HIS (20 mL) at pH 5.0
(the pH value at which the neutral HIS species is the major
component, Figure S2). The HIS concentration used a range
from 1.4 × 10−3 M to 7.5 × 10−4 M. The suspension was
shaken at 298.1 K in a thermostated air-incubator for 24 h.
Then, the solid was separated by filtration, washed with water,
and dried in a desiccator with silica gel.
Preparation of the G-HIS-Metal Hybrids. G-HIS(0.47)
hybrid was used to capture Cu(II) by complexation. Thus, a G-
HIS(0.47)-Cu(II) solid containing 0.51 mmol of Cu(II) per
gram of adsorbent was obtained by suspending G-HIS(0.47)
(0.0100 g) in a 4 × 10−4 M aqueous solution of CuCl2 (20
mL) at pH 5.0 following the same procedure described for the
preparation of G-HIS hybrids. The Cu(II) concentration was
measured by atomic absorption spectrometry by using
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PerkinElmer Analyst 800 equipment. The experimental
conditions used for the preparation of G-HIS-Cu(II) (pH
and ratio G/Cu(II)) were selected from the species
distribution diagram of the system HIS/Cu(II) (Figure S3).
In addition, the adsorption isotherm of Cu(II) on G-
HIS(0.47) is collected in Figure S4.
The G-HIS-Cu(II) solid obtained was treated with hydrogen
cold plasma57 in order to obtain Cu(0) nanoparticles
supported on G by using a plasma generator device (Junior
Advanced SP) from Europlasma. The employed equipment
produces plasma by using a 2.45 GHz microwave source. The
sample, once in the device chamber, was outgassed to a
residual pressure of 50 mTorr before the treatment. Prior to
the treatment, hydrogen was flowed during 5 min (15 mL·
min−1) up to a stable pressure of ∼400 mTorr. The source
power was set to 700 W, and the time of treatment was 5 min.
A G-HIS-Au(0) solid, containing 2.28 mmol of Au(0) per
gram, was obtained by dispersing with constant stirring of 10
mg of G-HIS(0.47) in 20 mL of a 1.25 × 10−3 M HAuCl4
water solution. The procedure was carried out at pH 4.0 at
room temperature for 48 h, which induces the precipitation of
Au(0). The solid was separated by filtration, washed repeatedly
with water, and dried into a desiccator with silica gel. The
amount of adsorbed Au(0) was calculated by measuring the
Au(III) concentration of the filtrated solution using Agilent
ICP-MS 7900 equipment.
Surface Charge Density of G and G-HIS(0.47). The
surface charge density (Q in mmol H+/g of adsorbent) of G
and G-HIS(0.47) was determined from the potentiometric
titration of the solids31,32 in a water suspension at 298.1 K by
following a previously described procedure15 using
(CH3)4NOH of 0.1 M as a titrating agent. The proton
isotherms are obtained by plotting Q versus equilibrium pH
values.
Spectrophotometric Measurements. The UV−visible
absorption spectra (200 to 900 nm) of water suspensions of G,
G-HIS(0.47), G-HIS(0.27), G-HIS(0.17), G-HIS(0.07), and
G-HIS-Cu(0) solids were recorded at room temperature by
using 1 cm quartz cells on a PerkinElmer, Lambda 25,
spectrophotometer. The obtained data were used for
calculations of the direct and indirect band gap transitions
for every material.36
XPS Spectra. The XPS spectra of the solids were obtained
in a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer. Monochromatic Al/
Mg Kα radiation from a twin anode in a constant analyzer
energy mode with a pass energy of 160 and 20 eV (for the
survey and high-resolution spectra, respectively) was used. The
C 1s transition at 284.6 eV was used as a reference to obtain
the heteroatom binding energies. The accuracy of the binding
energy (B.E.) values was ±0.2 eV.
TEM Micrographs. TEM images of the samples have been
obtained with JEOL Mod. JEM-1010 equipment.
Photocatalytic Tests. The photocatalytic hydrogen
production experiments were performed in a 25 mL double-
walled flask, sealed with a silicone rubber septum at 295.1 K
and atmospheric pressure. A solar simulator (ABET Tech-
nologies Model LS-150) equipped with a 150 W xenon arc
lamp was used as a visible light source to trigger the
photocatalytic reaction under solar simulated conditions,
according to the standard of 1.5 air mass, AM1.5G (as defined
in ASTM, G173-03 standard). In each experiment, the catalyst
(2 mg) was dispersed with constant stirring in a 5 mL mixed
solution of lactic acid (0.75 mL) and water (4.25 mL). Prior to
irradiation, the system was bubbled with argon for 10 min to
remove the dissolved oxygen. After 22 h, a 0.1 mL of the
generated gas was collected through the septum, and the
hydrogen content was analyzed by gas chromatography (GC-
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